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“You language where / languages end”:1 For Rainer Maria Rilke, music begins where 
language ends – but: at the same time, music is discribed as a language itself. How is 
that possible? Perhaps because music is another kind of language – a language without 
words. Comparing music and verbal language, one will find numerous similarities. 
However, there seems to be one fundamental difference: referentiality, denotation. 
Music does not – that is the common comprehension – have the ability to convey 
semantic meaning in the same way as verbal language. But what if verbal language 
suddenly does not carry a conventional semantic meaning? Is it then becoming –
 music? 

At this international conference on poetry, we found it obvious to present ‘the 
international language of poetry’: sound poetry. Sound poetry, so the sound poet 
gerhard rühm, is the only form of literature that does not need any translation.2 At the 
same time, however, sound poetry is never neutral: it always seems to have some kind 
of connection to the different national languages and their phonetic characteristics. 
This also applies to the sound poetry that we will hear tonight. In my opinion, it is 
reasonable to call it Scandinavian – but it way as well, in your ears, rather sound 
slavonic. Or evoke complete different language associations…  

Sound poetry has a long tradition. One can even argue that its tradition 
reaches all the way back to the very origins of poetry: to the first rhythmically uttered 
cry, chanting, singing… Later, in the shadows of the Great War, the Dada movement 
found a new relevance of sound poetry. Nevertheless, the sound poetry of Jesper 
Elving does not appear as a nostalgic journey back to neither the roots of poetry or to 
the Dada poets, not at all. On the contrary, it appears fresh and strangely original. 
Over the last decade, Elving has published a remarkable amount of books full of 
sound poetry: kakt nimhe, belko, gilke menjer, metoj, desser, nobu, nefnur, kolme, laggi, stennel, 
stenne, kibnev, femp, stolek and the latest two: voggi and lendon – just to name a few… 

Danish critic Lars Bukdahl has often termed the poetry of Jesper Elving 
“nonsense” (with great veneration by the way).3 But is it true that these words do not 
make sense? Or do they rather exactly make sense: create sense? A hundred years ago, 
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Russian avant-garde poets called their literary experiments заумь, Zaum: ‘za’ means 
‘beyond’, ‘um’ means ‘mind’. This Russian word can thus be translated into the word 
beyonsense – not nonsense… The poet and scholar Steve McCaffery has said it this way: 
“The sound poem is a departure not from semantics per se but rather from the doxa 
of conventional meaning”.4  

But Jesper Elving has not come here alone tonight. He has brought one the 
most interesting and uncompromising contemporary Danish composers: Jexper 
Holmen. Holmen has wonderfully labeled his music ‘chamber punk’ – and the critic 
Torben Sangild wrote: “His approach to composing for classical instruments seems to 
be infused with the energy of punk and postpunk rock music – an energy based on 
brutal, ecstatic, noisy and abrasive impulses”.5 Among his several works, one could 
mention the cosmic piece Oort Cloud for saxophone, two accordions and countless 
speakers. 

Together, Elving and Holmen open up an extremely intense sonic space in 
which every sound seems highly meaningful, in which every sound seems jam-packed 
with some kind of sense – a trembling, spontaneous, vibrant kind of sense. In this sonic 
space, the border between music and language is blurred – or is it even abolished? 
Here, two different kinds of language communicate in a way that I have personally 
never heard before. 

The latest weeks, the highly instrumental and rhetorical language of politics 
has been raging here in Denmark, and the two words yes and no have divided the 
country into two. Either-or. Yes or no. On this election night, we are going to listen to 
someone who are not saying yes or no, not saying either-or – instead, we are going to 
listen to someone saying both-and. And even much more than that. 
 

So, that is what I am going to vote for tonight…  
Welcome, Jesper Elving & Jexper Holmen! 
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